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Most single people will at some point try internet dating, but for it to be relatively successful, there are some real
do's and don't to increase your partner chances. No one is doubting that online dating can't be FUN, but, you may
have to spend many hours perusing profiles, so grab a glass of wine to while away the endless profiles or swiping
left or right. Providing you have no concerns about people being who they say they are, or whether they're in a
relationship or a serial dater who dates several people at once, then follow some simple rules and see what
happens..

Yes, you've guessed it, I'm not a fan of online dating, but I do understand and fully appreciate for some people it's
what they want to do, enjoy doing, or want to TRY. It is however important to realize that "online dating" provides
no secure checks, people are not met first before their profile goes online, and of course not all photos are recent,
which is one of the biggest complaints, that and height for men, dress size for women, so all I'm doing is making
bringing these issues tot he forefront, so you can make the right choices for you. It is really quite simple - any
platform that is open to anyone, anywhere in the world to sign-up for free without any form of verification needs to
keep this in mind. There of course many genuine people online, but equally there are a lot who are not, and the
chances of coming across the less genuine ones is relatively high, you'll just need time, patience and common sense
to pick out the players from the keepers.

Sadly for women, more so than men, there are an abundance of men online looking for casual set ups, and "some"
men mix up date with meaning the woman is looking for sex and not necessarily a relationship. You should spot
this fairly quickly by the tone of messaging and if you meet, sex will crop up very, very quickly with expectations
outlined, if this is not what you seek, then don't be intimated, move on and put it down to experience. Now
regardless of where you place your profile online any one of the well known platforms, some men can block out
everything in your profile that refers to a relationship, so you need to be aware of this - and I suspect those who



have tried internet dating will be able to relate to this. For those who still want to give it a go, then I'm all for it, as
we should all be able to form our own opinions, but here are some useful tips:

Once you've found a profile(s) you like, and you start to communicate, message or email. NEVER spend weeks or
months emailing - Why, because it's the biggest time waster without anything to show for it, you will NOT have
learned anything about the person, nothing, only what they want YOU to learn. Meet as soon as possible after
making contact for the first time, go with your gut instinct and make choices on what you see and hear in person -
unless you're looking for a virtual relationship, if so, make that clear from the outset.

Never message more than 7-10 days, or more than half-dozen emails at most. This prevents a loss of momentum
and building up expectations that can never relate in the real world.

Keep in mind - the whole point of "Dating" it's to actually meet someone, have conversation face to face not to
waste energy and focus on building a picture of someone you haven't actually met?

Building too much communication only leads to huge disappointment 9/10 meeting someone you "think" you have
connection with (stemming from your mind) and them not being as you imagined after six weeks of emails, is not
only emotionally draining but leaves a void and a reminder of the wasted valuable time you've lost.

The key: is to meet as QUICKLY as possible, so you can really establish who they are, and whether to meet again
or move on. This enables you to utilize your time and energy more effectively. It also increases your chances of
finding someone more in-tune to get involved with, and a lot quicker. When you do meet, always meet in a public
place, let someone know where you are going and never, ever get into someone's car regardless how well you get
on - get to someone first on several dates before swapping public places for private spaces.

Don't ever get caught up in email essays, don't let someone lead you into sexually explicit messaging, images or
anything else that makes you feel uncomfortable, it does happen, so beware. Keep your communication short,
sweet and amusing - create an interest for them to know YOU more and thus compel them to want to meet you.


